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INTRODUCTION
Let F be a number field, FA the ring of adeles of F. Let ? be an
irreducible automorphic cuspidal representation of GLr(F A), L(s, ?) the
L-function associated to ?.
We ask the non-vanishing question: for a given point w in the critical
strip, does there exist a character of the idele class group of F with finite
order, or even order two, such that
L(w, ?_/){0?
For r=2, D. Rohrlich [Roh 1] proved that for any complex number s0 ,
there are infinitely many characters / of ray class groups of F (it has a
finite order but not necessarily quadratic), such that L(s0 , ?_/){0.
Barthel and Ramakrishnan in [B-R] proved that for a given irreducible
unitary automorphic cuspidal representation ? of GLr(F A ), r3, and for
any complex number s0 with Re s0  [1n, 1&1n], there are infinitely
many characters / (also not necessarily quadratic) of ray class groups of F
such that L(s0 , ?_/){0.
What is the non-vanishing problem of L-functions twisted by quadratic
characters about? Such questions arise naturally in, for example,
Kolyvagin’s proof of the finiteness of certain ShafarevicTate groups, see
[M-M] for this. At 12, the center of the critical strip of L-functions, it was
known that the non-vanishing of quadratic twists does not always hold,
even in the case of r=2 and F=Q. In fact, Rohrlich gave some examples
of this in [Roh 2]. However, the non-vanishing result of holomorphic
modular forms twisted by quadratic characters was proved by K. Murty in
[K. Mur]. After a non-vanishing result of quadratic twits over the
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imaginary quadratic field Q(i) was proved in [B-F-H], Friedberg and
Hoffstein [F-H] recently found some sufficient conditions for the non-
vanishing theorem of quadratic twists of GL2 over any number field.
Roughly speaking, they proved that if ? (not necessarily unitary) satisfies
one of the following conditions:
(1) ?&3 ?~ ,
(2) ?&?~ and there is a quadratic character /0 such that
=(12, ?_/0)=1,
then there are infinitely many quadratic characters / such that
L(12, ?_/){0.
In this paper, we work on GLr(QA). We study the behavior of L-func-
tions of GLr(QA) twisted by some sort of Dirichlet characters at critical
points, by looking at their mean values. The following is our result.
Let Lf (s, ?) be the finite part of L(s, ?); i.e., it is defined originally by the
Euler product of the local L-factors over only all the finite places.
Theorem 1. Let ? be an irreducible unitary automorphic cuspidal
representation of GLr(QA) such that ?p is tempered for every place p of Q.
Assume the GRH (Generalized Riemann Hypothesis) is true for all
Lf (s, ?_/), / a Dirichlet character mod a prime q. Then
:
/ mod q
r/
r
2
,(q)+O \,(q)log q+ ,
where the r/ is the order of Lf (s, ?_/) at s=12 and ,(q) is the Euler function.
If we are interested in quadratic characters, we have:
Theorem 2. Let ? be an irreducible unitary automorphic cuspidal
representation of GLr(QA) with the trivial central character and conductor
A? . Let A=3 } 5 } 7A? . When r3, assume that m=1 am2(?)m
s converges
absolutely in Re s>1. Then
(i) if we assume GRH for every L(s, /) with / a Dirichlet character
mod 4A, then for every w with max(12, 1&1r)<Re w<1 we have
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
Lf (w, ?_/D)=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
C(2w) Y+o(Y),
where C(2w) is a nonzero constant given by
C(2w)= :
m1, m2
am1m22(?)(m1 m
2
2)
&w ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1;
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(ii) for r2, then for w with :(r)<Re w<1316 the asymptotic for-
mula in (i) is also true without GRH, where :(1)=12, :(2)=1116.
Theorem 3. Let ? be an irreducible unitary automorphic cuspidal
representation of GLr(QA) with the trivial central character and conductor A.
When r3, assume m=1 am2(?)m
s converges absolutely in Re s>1. Then
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
Lf (12, ?_/D)R{Y
(r+1)2(log Y)2
Y32 log Y
if r>1
if r=1
.
Theorem 1 says that the average order of zero at s=12 of Lf (12, ?_/)
is not bigger than r2. The proof of it is a direct application of the explicit
formula due to Weil and Mestre [Mes].
In Theorem 2, if we suppose that ?p is tempered for all finite primes p
then we do not need the condition ‘‘m=1 am2(?)m
s converges absolutely
in Re s>1.’’ Up to now, we have believed that the conjecture ‘‘tempered’’
would be true at all places for unitary automorphic cuspidal representa-
tions of GLr(F A ). When r=2, we do not need this assumption, because the
lifting result of [Gel-Jac] from GL2 to GL3 together with the region of
absolute convergence given in [J-S 1] can be applied. To control the root
numbers under the twists given in [B-R], we have to assume the triviality
of the central character of ?. The frame of the proof of this theorem is quite
close to that of [M-M].
At the point 12, the bound we obtained in Theorem 3 gives an improve-
ment of a result of Goldfeld and Viola in [G-V].
In Section 1, we record or describe the behavior of local L-functions and
root numbers under twists respectively, which will be used in the following
sections. Section 2 is the main body of this paper in which we prove
Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Section 3.
Notations. We use C, R, Q and Z to denote the complex, real, rational,
and integral numbers, respectively.
1. L-FUNCTIONS AND =-FACTORS TWISTED BY CHARACTERS
Let ? be an irreducible unitary automorphic cuspidal representation of
GLr(QA). We write
Lf (s, ?)= :
n1
an(?)
ns
, for Re s>1
=(s, ?)=W? A12&s? ,
3AUTOMORPHIC L-FUNCTIONS
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where the W? , A? are the root number and conductor of ? respectively.
The A? is locally defined in [J-P-S 1].
Proposition 1.1. (1) Let / be a primitive Dirichlet character mod M.
If the conductor of ? and M are coprime, then
Lf (s, ?_/)= :
n1
an(?) /(n)
ns
.
Proof. From the computation of local L-functions at local non-
archimedean places in [J-P-S 2]. K
Proposition 1.2 [B-R]. If ? is an irreducible unitary automorphic
cuspidal representation of GLr(QA) and
Lf (s, ?)=:
n
an(?)
ns
,
then
:
nx
|an(?)| 2Rx.
Remark. We also have nx |an(?)|Rx, by CauchySchwartz
inequality.
Now we turn to the local L-functions at the infinite place. Firstly we
recall the definitions of local Weil groups, their finite dimensional
irreducible representations and the local L-functions associated to them.
All these can be found in [Tat]. Let F be a local archimedean field, WF the
Weil group associated to F. When F is complex, the WF is C_. When F is
real, the WF is C_ _ jC_, j 2=&1, jcj &1=c , for c # C_ and c is the com-
plex conjugate of c.
If F is complex, every irreducible finite dimensional representation of WF
is one dimensional and has the form
/(x)=(xx )a x&N or (xx )a x &N,
where a is a complex number, N is a nonnegative integer, and both a and
N depend on /.
If F is real, the only irreducible finite dimensional non-abelian represen-
tations of WF are induced from one dimensional representations of W C
which is not invariant under the Galois action of Gal(CR). Every one
dimensional representation of WF arises from those of WF [WF , WF],
where [WF , WF] is the commutator subgroup of WF . Further,
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WF [WF , WF] is isomorphic to R_ under the map r: WF [WF , WF] 
R_, r( j)=&1, r(x)=xx , for x # C_. It is known that every one dimen-
sional representation of R_ is the form
/(x)=|x|a xN, a # C, N=0, 1.
Let , be an irreducible representation of WF . We recall the L-function
associated to ,, while we omit the description of the =-factors. If , is one
dimensional, then
L(s, ,)=GR(s+a) or GC(s+a),
depending on whether F is real or complex, where
GR(s)=?&s21(s2), GC(s)=(2?)1&s 1(s).
If ,=IndWRWC*, define
L(s, ,)=L(s, *).
It is easy to check that this is well defined.
Between the irreducible admissible representations of GLr(F ) and the
semisimple representations of the local Weil group, a very amazing fact due
to Langland’s classification on the admissible representations of real
algebraic groups is the following proposition when F is an archimedean
local field.
Proposition 1.3 [Jac]. There is a bijection * [ ? between the set of all
semi-simple representations of degree r of the Weil group WF to the set of
irreducible admissible representations of GLr(F ) such that
(1) * [ ?~ ;
(2) L(s, ?)=L(s, *), L(s, ?~ )=L(s, * ),
=(s, ?, )==(x, *, ).
Remark. When r=1, the bijection in Proposition 1.3 is the natural
map.
Let / be a Dirichlet character mod M. By Abelian class field theory we
can write /=}p /p , where p runs over all primes of Q including the
infinite prime.
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Proposition 1.4. Let ? be a cuspidal representation of GLr(QA), / be a
Dirichlet character mod M.
(1) If /(&1)=1, then L(s, ?_/)=L(s, ?).
(2) If /(&1)= &1 and
L(x, ?)=‘ GR(s+a) > GC(s+b)
then
L(s, ? _/)=‘ GR(s+a+’) ‘ GC(s+b),
with ’=1, or &1.
Proof. From abelian class field theory, it is easy to see that if /(&1)=1
then / is the trivial representation, and if /(&1)=&1 then
/(x)=|x| x&1. Therefore if /(&1)=1 then L(s, ?_/)=L(s, ?). If
/(&1)=&1, we suppose that ? corresponds to the representation , of
the Weil group, written as
,= ,i ,
with each ,i irreducible. So
,/= ,i / .
Now ,i is one or two dimensional. If it is one dimensional, then
,(x)=|x|a x&N, a # C, N=0, 1. Hence
,i /(x)={ |x|
a+1 x&1
|x|a&1
if N=0
if N=1.
So
L(s, ,i /)={GR(s+a+1)GR(s+a&1)
if N=0
if N=1.
If ,i is two dimensional, then ,i=IndWRWC !, hence
,i /=IndWRWC !/ |WC .
Under the isomorphism map of WF [WF , WF] with R_, the image of C_
is the positive numbers. Hence the / | C_ is the trivial representation.
Therefore we get
,i /=IndWRWC !.
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So
L(s, ,i /)=L(s, !). K
Corollary 1.1. If ? is tempered at infinity and / is a Dirichlet charac-
ter, then
L(x, ?_/)=‘ GR(s+a) ‘ GC(s+b)
with the real parts of a’s, b’s nonnegative numbers, again.
Recall
=(x, ?_/)=W?_/(A?_/)12&s.
Proposition 1.5 [B-R]. Let ? be an irreducible unitary automorphic
cuspidal representation of GLr(QA) with the central character |? and con-
ductor A? . Let / be a character of Q_A Q
_, with the conductor A/ and /
unramified. If their conductors are coprime, then
(1) A?_/=A?Ar/ ;
(2) W?_/=|?(A/) /(A?) W?W r/ .
2. THE ORDER OF TWISTED L-FUNCTIONS AT 12
If
L(s, ?)=‘ GR(s+a) ‘ GC(s+b),
then we write
L(s, ?)=A?, 1As?, 21(s, ?),
where
1(s, ?)=‘ 1 \s+a2 + ‘ 1(s+b).
If
L(s, ?p)= ‘
rp
i=1
(1&:i (?p) p&s)&1
7AUTOMORPHIC L-FUNCTIONS
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for every prime p, we define
cm(?)={:
k
1(?p)+ } } } +:
k
rp(?p)
0
if m=pk
otherwise.
Proposition 2.1 (Explicit formula). Let ? be an irreducible unitary
automorphic cuspidal representation of GLr(QA) such that ? is tempered,
and with conductor A? . Let / be a primitive Dirichlet character mod M such
that M and A? are coprime. And let F be a function from R to R satisfying
the following conditions
(A) for any =>0 such that F(x) exp((12+=) x) is integrable and of
bounded function;
(B) (F(x)&F(0))x is a bounded function.
Define
8(#)=|

&
F(x) ei#x dx.
Then
:
#
8(#)=F(0) log(Cqr)&$/ \8 \ i2++8 \&
i
2++
&
1
2? |

&
1 $
1
(12+it, ?_/) 8(t) dt
&
1
2? |

&
1 $
1
(12&it, ?~ _/&1) 8(t) dt
& :

m=1
4(m)
- m
(cm(?) /(m) F(log m)+cm(?~ ) /(m)&1 F(&log m)),
where # runs over all the points such that L(12+i#, ?_/)=0,
0Re(12+i#)32, C=A?A?, 1A?~ , 2 , and the $/ is 1 or 0 depending on
whether ?&/&1 or not, 4(m) is the Von Mangoldt function.
Proof. Since ? is tempered, by Corollary 1.1 we know that
1(s, ? _/) is a product of the gamma functions 1(s+a) or 1((s+a)2)
with the real part of a nonnegative. By [J-S 2], L(s, ?_/) is a
meromorphic function (having at most one simple pole at s=1). It is
bounded at infinity in every bounded vertical strip, by [Jac]. So
Lf (s, ?_/) satisfies all the conditions in I.1 and I.2 of [Mes]. Hence our
result follows from [Mes]. K
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Proof of Theorem 1. The assumption in Theorem 1 that ?p is tempered
for every finite prime of Q implies that for all m
|cm(?)|r, |cm(?~ )|r.
Every nonprincipal character / mod prime q is primitive, so we can apply
Proposition 1.1 to ?_/. For the principal character / mod q, the explicit
expression of Lf (?_/) is similar to that given in [R. Mur]. So, applying
the explicit formula in the proposition above, we see the result by the same
argument as for Theorem 2 in [R. Mur]. K
3. A MEAN VALUE AT THE CRITICAL POINTS
Let {(m) be the number of positive divisors of m, +(m) the Mobius func-
tion, ,(m) the Euler function, / (m)0 the principal Dirichlet character mod m.
Lemma 3.1.
:
D square free
0<DY
(D, m)=1,
1=
1
‘(2)
‘
p | m
(1+p&1)&1 Y+O(Y 12{(m)).
Proof.
:
D square free
0<DY
(D, m)=1
1= :
(D, m)=1
0<DY
:
d 2 | D
+(d )
= :
(d, m)=1
0<dY12
+(d ) \,(m)m Yd 2+O({(m))+ ,
by changing the order of summations. Since
1
‘(2)
=:
d
+(d )
d 2
and
,(m)
m
= ‘
p | m
(1&p&1),
we proved the lemma. K
In the following lemma, we will use an estimate due to Burgess in [Bur];
that is, for a nonprincipal Dirichlet character / mod m, then for any =>0,
} :XnX+H /(n)}R= H
12m316+=.
9AUTOMORPHIC L-FUNCTIONS
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Lemma 3.2. For nonprincipal character  mod m such that (m, 4A)=1,
:
D square free
(D, m)=1
0DY
D#1(4A)
(D)RO(Y 12(log Y) m316+=).
Proof.
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
(D)=
1
,(4A)
:
/ mod 4A
:
D square free
0<DY
(D) /(D).
For every / mod 4A,
:
D square free
0<DY
(D) /(D)= :
0<dY12
+(d ) (d 2) /(d 2) :
0<D$Yd2
(D$) /(D$).
By applying the estimate of [Bur] on the nonprincipal character
/ mod 4Am, we have see the result. K
Lemma 3.3. If (m, 4A)=1, then
:
D square free
(D, m)=1
0DY
D#1(4A)
1=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
‘
p | m
(1+p&1)&1 Y+O(Y 12(log Y) m316+=).
Proof.
:
D square free
(D, m)=1
0DY
D#1(4A)
1=
1
,(4A)
:
/ mod 4A
:
D square free
0<DY
(D, m)=1
/(D).
The principal character mod 4A gives the main term in the lemma, by
Lemma 3.1. Applying the estimate of [Bur] on the other characters
mod 4A, we get the error term in the lemma. K
Lemma 3.4.
:
D square free
(D, m)=1
0DY
D#1(4A)
Ds=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
‘
p | 4Am
(1+p&1)&1
Y1+s
1+s
+O(Y12+s(log Y) m316+=).
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Proof. By partial summation and Lemma 3.3. K
Remark. If we assume the GRH on all Dirichlet L-functions L(s, /), we
can replace the 316 in the lemmas above by 0.
For integer D congruent to 0 or 1 mod 4, let /D( } )=(D } ), where the
right side is the Kronecker symbol. Then /D is the real character mod |D|.
Let ?, A and C(2s) be as in Theorem 2. We write m=m1m2 such that
every prime divisor of m1 is a prime divisor of 4A and (m2 , 4A)=1. And
let
g(s, ?)= :
m1
am2(?)
ms
.
Proposition 3.1. For r3, suppose g(s, ?) absolutely converges for
Re s>1. Then C(2s){0 for Re s>1&1r.
Proof. That g(s, ?) absolutely converges for Re s>1 implies that C(2s)
absolutely converges for Re s>12. Write C(2s) as an infinite product of
local factors:
C(2s)=‘
p
Cp(2s).
Therefore what we need to prove is that for every p, Cp(2s){0 in
Re s>1&1r.
If p divides 4A, then Cp(2s)=L(s, ?p), hence we have Cp(2s){0.
If p does not divide 4A, consider log Cp(s)=k1 bpk pks. From [J-S 1],
the absolute value of eigenvalues of ?p is <p12. So apk Rpk2p2k=, for any
=>0. Hence by the relation between the coefficients of log Cp(s) and Cp(s),
we see
bpk
pks
R\2pp
2=
ps +
k
.
Therefore log Cp(s) absolutely converges if Re s>1+log 2log p. Hence
Cp(2s){0, if Re s>B( p), where
B( p)=
1
2 \1+
log 2
log p+ .
Let A(r)=1&1r. What we want is A(r)>B( p), for r3. Recall p divides
4A for p7. So we get what we want, by noting A(3)>B(11). K
Proposition 3.2. For r2, then
(1) g(s, ?) absolutely converges for Re s>1;
(2) C(2s){0 for Re s>12.
11AUTOMORPHIC L-FUNCTIONS
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Proof. For r=1, it is obvious. For r=2, let us first prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let ? be an irreducible automorphic cuspidal representation
of GL2(QA), with the central character |=} |p . If ? is unramified at p,
then
L(s, Sym2 ?p)=g(s, ?p) L(2s, |2p),
where
g(s, ?p)= :
k0
ap2k(?) p&ks.
Proof. Suppose
L(s, ?p)=(1&b1p&s)&1 (1&b2p&s)&1.
We can write
L(s, Sym2 ?p)=(1&b21p
&s)&1
_(1&b22p
&s)&1 (1+b1b2 p&s)(1&b21b
2
2p
&2s)&1
=G(s, ?p) L(2s, |2p),
where the G(s, ?p) is the product of the first three factors above. By com-
puting G(s, ?p) directly, we see G(s, ?p)=g(s, ?p). We have proved
the lemma. K
Now we prove (1) of Proposition 3.2. By Lemma 3.5, g(s, ?) differs from
LS(s, Sym2 ?) L(2s, |2?)
only with the finitely many local factors, where
LS(s, Sym2 ?)= ‘
p  S
L(s, Sym2 ?p)
and the S is the set of all primes where ? is ramified and the infinite prime.
LS(s, Sym2 ?) converges absolutely for Re s>1, by the lifting result [G-J]
from GL2 to GL3 and the region of absolutely convergence of L-functions
of unitary automorphic cuspidal representations in [J-S 1]. Therefore we
have proved (1).
From (1), we see that C(2s) absolutely converges for Re s>12.
12 YUANLI ZHANG
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We write C(2s) as an infinite product of the local Euler factors as in
Proposition 3.1. So what we need to prove is that Cp(2s) does not vanish
for Re s>12.
If p divides 4A, then Cp(2s)=L(s, ?p); hence Cp(2s){0 for all s.
If p does not divide 4A, then
Cp(2s)=1+
p
p+1
(g(2s, ?p)&1),
where the g(s, ?p) is the same as in Lemma 3.5. Now Cp(2s)=0 if and only
if g(2s, ?p)=&1p. By Lemma 3.5, we write
g(2s, ?p)=(1&b2p, 1p
&2s)&1 (1&b2p, 2p
&2s)&1 (1+p&2s).
In the above, we used the hypothesis that |? is the trivial representation.
So if g(2s, ?p)=&1p then
| p( p2s+1)+p2s|=|&p&2s+b2p, 1+b
2
p, 2 |.
The result of [Sha] says |bp, i |<p15, i=1, 2. Therefore we have
p2a( p+1)<p+p&2a+2p25,
where a=Re s. Let (A) denote the inequality above. We will show that (A)
is not possible for Re s=a12. Let
f ( p, a)=p2a( p+1)&( p+p&2a+2p25).
Since f (2, 12)0 and f ( p, a) is an increasing function of p, a for fixed a,
and p respectively, f ( p, a)0 for all primes p and all a12. Hence the
(A) is not possible for all p and a with a12. K
Proof of Theorem 2. For positive D satisfying D#1 mod 4A, and D
square free, we have /D(&1)=1 and the conductor of /D is D. By Proposi-
tion 1.5 and Proposition 1.4, we have
(1) A?_/D=A?D
r,
(2) W?_/D=W? ,
(3) L(s, ?_/D, )=L(s, ?), L(s, ?~ _/D, )=L(s, ?~ ).
We can assume w is real, since for non-real critical points, the argument
in the proof is the same, except replacing w by Re w.
13AUTOMORPHIC L-FUNCTIONS
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For given w with 12<w<1, we consider the integral
1
2?i |(#) Lf (w+s, ?_/D) X
s1(s) ds, #>1&w.
On one hand, since the Euler product of L(s, ?_/D) converges
absolutely in Re s>1, the integral is
:

m=1
am(?)
mw
/D(m) exp(&mX).
We recall that
L(s, ?)=‘ GR(s+a) ‘ GC(s+b)
=A?, 1 As?, 2 ‘ 1 \s+a2 + ‘ 1(s+b).
Since, for s=_+it not on the real line,
1(s)texp(&? |t|2) |t|_&12 (2?)12,
the 1(&s+a)1(s+a$), a, a$ any complex numbers, cancels the exponen-
tial factors of 1(&s+a) and 1(s+a$), so it is asymptotic with a polyno-
mial in any bounded vertical strip when |t| goes to infinity. Hence
L(1&s, ?~ )L(s, ?) is with polynomial growth in every bounded vertical
strip. Therefore Lf (s, ?_/D) is, at most, with a polynomial growth in every
bounded vertical strip, by the PhragmenLindelo f theorem. Since
Lf (s, ?_/D) is an entire function and the gamma function is exponentially
decreasing in every bounded vertical strip, we can move the line of the
integral to Re s=&’, with 0<’<1 and pick up the residue at zero.
So on the other hand, we see that the integral under our consideration
is
Lf (w, ?_/D)&
1
2?i |&’ (A?D
r)12&w&s W?
_
L(1&w&s, ?~ )
L(w+s, ?)
Lf (1&w&s, ?~ _/~ D) XS1(s) ds,
by applying the functional equation.
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Then we let ’>w so that 1&w+’>1. We have
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
Lf (w, ?_/D)
=:

1
am(?)
mw
exp(&mx) :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
/D(m)
+
1
2?i |(&’), ’>w A
12&w&s
? W?
L(1&w&s, ?~ )
L(w+s, ?)
_:

1
am(?~ )
m1&w&s
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
Dr(12&w&s)/D(m) Xs1(s) ds.
We break the sums above into two parts, the square part and the non-
square part according to whether or not m2 is square.
(I) Consider the nonsquare part. We break the sum under the integra-
tion at the parameter U. By Proposition 1.2 and Lemma 3.2, the integral
part corresponding to the sum over mU is
RYr(12&w)+12Y r’(log Y) U w+316+=U&’X&’
_|
(&’) }
L(1&w&s, ?~ )
L(w+s, ?) } |1(s)| ds
RYr(12&w)+12(log Y) U w+316+=Y r’U&’X&’.
For the sum with m>U, since ’>w, the local L-function
L(1&w&s, ?~ ) is holomorphic in the left half plane Re s&’. So we can
move the line of the integral to Re s= &’2 , with 2>’2>w+316+=, and
pick up the residue at s= &1 which comes from the pole of 1(s). The
residue at s=&1 is, for w<1316,
ResR :
m>U
|am(?~ )|
m2&w
Yr(12&w+1)Y 12m316+=X &1 log Y
RYr(12&w+1)+12X&1U &1+w+316+= log Y.
If we assume GRH for Dirichlet characters, we do not need the restriction
on w here. For the integral along the line Re s= &’2 , we have
RYr(12&w)+12(log Y) U w+316+=Y&r’2U&’2X&’2.
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Let U=YrX; we see that the contribution of the integral of the nonsquare
part is
In RY12+r2+r 316+r=X&w&316&= log Y.
Now consider the nonsquare part Sn of the sum part. By Lemma 3.2,
SnR :
m2 nonsquare
|am(?)| m&w exp(&mX) Y 12(log Y) m316+=2
RY12(log Y) X1&w+316+=.
(II) Consider the square part. Firstly we consider the integral part,
which we denote by Is . We write Is=Ism+Ise , where Ism , Ise come from the
main term and error term in Lemma 3.4, respectively. By Theorem 2.1 in
[B-R], L(1&w&s, ?) is holomorphic in Re s&(w&12). Therefore,
we can move the line of the integral to the line Re s= &#, #=w&12+=.
Then we see
Ism=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
Y1+r2&rwW?
1
2?i |(&#)
L(1&w&s, ?~ )
L(w+s, ?)
_ :
m1, m2
am1m22
(m1m22)
1&w&s
_ ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1
1
1+r(12&w&s) \
X
Y r+
s
1(s) ds
RY1+r2&rwYr#X&#RY1+r=X&(w&12)&=.
Ise has the same bound as In has.
So, we have the integral part
I=Ism+Ise+In RY1+r=X&(w&12)&=+Y12+r2+r 316+r=X&w&316&= log Y.
Finally we consider the square part of the sum part denoted by Ss . We
write Ss=Sm+Se , where the Sm and Se come from the main term and the
error term, respectively, in Lemma 3.4:
SeRY12 log Y :
mX
|am(?)| m&wm316+=
RY12(log Y) X1&w+316+=.
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Our main term in this theorem will come from
Sm=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
Y :
m1, m2
am1m22(?)(m1m
2
2)
&w
_ ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1 exp(&m1m22 X)
=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
Y
1
2?i |(’) :m1, m2
am1m22(?)(m1 m
2
2)
&w&s
_ ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1 Xs1(s) ds,
for any ’>0, since m am2(?)ms converges absolutely in Re s>1.
Since the sum under the integral absolutely converges in
Re s>&(w&12), the sum is a holomorphic function there. And 1(s) is
exponentially decreasing in the strip &’$Re s’, 0<’$<w&12. So we
can move the line of the integral to the line Re s=&’$ and pick up the
residue at zero. Therefore
Sm=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
Y :
m1, m2
am1m22(?)(m1m
2
2)
&w ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1
_
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
1
2?i |(&’$) :m1, m2
am1m22(?)(m1 m
2
2)
&w&s
_ ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1 Xs1(s) ds
=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
C(2w)Y+O(YX&’$),
where
C(2w)= :
m1, m2
am1m22(?)(m1m
2
2)
&w ‘
p | m2
(1+p&1)&1.
Therefore
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
L(w, ?_/D)=
1
,(4A)
1
‘(2)
C(2w) Y+Error
ErrorRYr2+r 316+12+r=X &w&316&=+Y12X1&w+316+=
+Y1+r=X&(w&12)&=.
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(III) Analyse the result of the computation above. Our task is to find
a positive number : such that if X=Y: then the three terms in Error are
lower than the main term Y simultaneously. The last term in the Error has
an order lower than Y, since w>12. So what we shall be concerned with
is only the first two terms in the Error. Firstly we let X=Y:, :>0 and to
be determined. Then the : must satisfy
K1(=)<:<K2(=),
where
K1(=)=
r2+r 316&12+r=
w+316+=
K2(=)=
1
2(1&w+316+=)
.
In the above, the K1(=) comes from the first term in the Error, the K2(=)
comes from the second term in the Error. We will figure out in which range
of w the inequality above has a solution for :.
Consider the inequality
K1(=)<K2(=).
Then we get
K(=)<w for small =>0,
where
K(=)=
(1+216+=)(r+2r 316&1+2r=)&316&=
r+2r 316+2=
.
If lim=  0 K(=)<1 then for all w satisfying lim=  0 K(=)<w<1, we can find
a =0 depending on w such that K(=0)<w; then with this =0 and w,
K1(=0)<K2(=0). Hence we can choose any : satisfying K1(=0)<:<K2(=0).
Therefore we get that the Error is o(Y), whenever w>lim=  0 K(=).
Now
lim
=  0
K(=)=
(1+316)(r+2r 316&1)&316
r+2r 316
.
lim=  0 K(=)<1, if and only if r<(1+316)316(1+2 316)=4.6060. . .
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If we assume the GRH for all the Dirichlet characters, we can replace
316 by 0, so
lim
=  0
K(=)=
r&1
r
<1
always holds.
Summarize this as the following:
(i) if we assume GRH, then whenever max(12, 1&1r)<w<1 the
Error is o(Y);
(ii) without GRH then for r4, whenever max(12, %(r))<w<
1316, the Error is o(Y), where
%(r)=
(1+316)(r+2r 316&1)&316
r+2r 316
.
%(1)<12. However %(2)=1116, both %(3) and %(4) are bigger than 1316.
So with Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 we finish the proof of the
theorem. K
4. A BOUND OF THE MEAN VALUE AT 12
Proof of Theorem 3. Consider the integral
|
(#)
Lf (12+s, ?_/D) S s1(s) ds, #>12.
For positive integer D#1 mod 4A, and square free, we have
Lf (12, ?_/D)= :

m=1
am(?)
m12
/D(m) exp(&mX)
&
1
2?i |(&’)
L(12&s, ?~ )
L(12+s, ?)
_Lf (12&s, ?~ _/~ D) \ XADr+
s
1(s) ds,
for any 0<’<1.
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Let 12<’<1 and X=ADr. Then we get
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
Lf (12, ?_/D)
= :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
:

m=1
am(?)
m12
/D(m) exp(&mADr)
& :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
1
2?i |(&’)
L(12&s, ?~ )
L(12+s, ?)
:

m=1
am(?~ )
m12&s
1(s) ds=S+I.
Write
S= :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
:
mADr
+ :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
:
m>ADr
=S1+S2 .
Also write m=m1 m2 as we did in the proof of the previous theorem. Let
S1s , S2s , and S1n , S2n be the parts in S1 and S2 , respectively, according to
whether or not m2 is a square:
S1n= :
D#1(4A)
0<DY
:
j2 | D
+( j) :
m2 not square
mADr
am(?)
m12
/D(m2) exp(&mADr)
= :
( j, 4A)=1
jY12
+( j) :
D$#} 2(4A)
0<D$Yj 2
:
m2 nonsquare
mA(D$j2)r
am(?)
m12
/D$(m2) / ( j)o (m2)
_exp \ &mA(D$j 2)r+
= :
( j, 4A)=1
jY12
+( j) :
m2 nonsquare
mAYr
am(?)
m12
/ ( j)o (m2)
_ :
D#} 2(4A)
(mA)1rj2<DYj2
/D(m2) exp \ &mA(Dj 2)r+
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R :
( j, 4A)=1
jY12 \ :
m2 nonsquare
mAYr
|am(?)| 2
m12 +
12
_\ :
m2 nonsquare
mAYr
1
m12 } :
D#} 2(4A)
(mA)1r j 2<DYj2
/D(m2) \ &mA(Dj 2)r+}
2
+
12
.
Here } mod 4A is the inverse of j mod 4A.
Now we need the following lemma to estimate the second factor above.
Lemma 4.1.
:
mAYr
m2 nonsquare
} :
D#} 2(4A)
(mA)1r j2<DYj2
/D(m2) exp \ &mA(Dj 2)r+}
2
R{
Yr+1
j 2
(log(AY r))2 if r>1
Y 3(log Y)
1
j 5
if r=1.
Proof. The left side of the inequality in the lemma is
:
m2 nonsquare
mAYr
:
D1, D2#} 2(4A)
(mA)1r j2<D1, D2Yj2
/D1D2(m2) exp \ &mA(D1 j 2)r+
&m
A(D2 j 2)r+
= :
D1, D2#} 2(4A)
0<D1, D2Yj2
:
m2 nonsquare
0<m(Di j2)r A
i=1, 2
/D1D2(m2) exp \ &mA(D1 j 2)r+
&m
A(D2 j 2)r+ .
We break the outer sum into two parts, the square part and the nonsquare
part, according as D1 D2 is a square or not.
The square part is
R :
D2# } 4(4A)
0<D2Y2j 4
{(D2) :
m2 nonsquare
(m2, D)=1
0<m(Di j 2)r A
i=1, 2
1
RAYr :
0<DYj2
{(D2)RAYr
Y
j 2
log 2(Yj 2)R
Yr+1
j 2
log2 Y.
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In the estimate above, we used the fact that
:
nx
{(n2)t
1
‘(2)
x(log x)2.
The nonsquare part is, by Polya-Vinogradov inequality [Dav],
:
D1D2 nonsquare
0<D1, D2Yj2
D1, D2# } (4A)
:
m2 nonsquare
0<m(Di j2)r A
i=1, 2
/D1D2(m2) exp \ &mA(D1 j 2)r+
&m
A(D2 j 2)r+
R :
D1D2 nonsquare
0<D1, D2Yj2
D1, D2#1} 2(4A)
(D1D2)12 log(D1 D2)+Y r2+2
1
j 4
.
RY3 log Y
1
j 5
+Yr2+2
1
j 4
,
where the Yr2+2(1j 4) in the above comes from our removing the restric-
tion that m2 is not a square.
If r2, r2+2r+1 and 3r+1. So we have finished the proof of the
lemma. K
Hence by the lemma we proved just before and Proposition 1.2,
S1n R{Y
r+12(log Y)2
Y32 log Y
if r>1
if r=1.
S2n has the same bound as S1n has. Now
Ss=S1s+S2s
= :
m1, m2
am1m22(?)
(m1m22)
12 :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
/D(m22) exp \&m1m
2
2
ADr +
=
1
2?i |(#) :m1, m2
am1m22(?)
(m1m22)
12+s :
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
/D(m22)(AD
r)s 1(s) ds
RYr#Y,
for any #>0. We can chose # small so that Ss has a smaller bound than
Sn has. Therefore we get
SR{Y
(r+1)2(log Y)2
Y32 log Y
if r>1
if r=1.
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Now we deal with the integral part
I= &
1
2?i |(&’) :

m=1
am(?~ )
m12&s
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
/D(m)
L(11&s, ?~ )
L(12+s, ?)
1(s) dsRY.
since ’>12.
Finally we have the result
:
D square free
0DY
D#1(4A)
Lf (12, ?_/D)R{Y
(r+1)2(log Y)2
Y32 log Y
if r>1
if r=1.
K
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